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We demonstrate a technique for shaping the temporal wave function of biphotons generated from
spatially modulated spontaneous four-wave mixing in cold atoms. We show that the spatial profile of the
pump field can be mapped onto the biphoton temporal wave function in the group delay regime. The spatial
profile of the pump laser beam is shaped by using a spatial light modulator. This spatial-to-temporal
mapping enables the generation of narrow-band biphotons with controllable temporal waveforms.
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Generating entangled photon pairs (biphotons) with
controllable time-frequency quantum states is of great
interest not only for understanding and probing fundamen-
tal quantum physics, but also for developing advanced
technologies in quantum information processing. For
wideband (> THz) biphotons produced from spontaneous
parametric down-conversion (SPDC), the two-photon state
can be engineered by coherently manipulating its joint
spectrum after the biphoton generation [1–3]. Modulating
the phase matching condition inside the nonlinear crystal,
mapping of the spatial feature of the pump beam into the
biphoton joint spectrum has been demonstrated [4].
Making use of a spatially chirped quasi-phase-matching
crystal, it is possible to produce single-cycle biphotons
[5,6]. However, these methods do not work for narrow-
band (MHz) biphotons. Recent protocols of memory-based
quantum networks [7–10] require narrow-band photon
pairs [11–17] that can interact with atoms efficiently.
Storing and coupling these narrow-band single photons
into atoms and cavities efficiently require they have optimal
temporal waveforms [18–22]. Using an external electro-
optic modulator (EOM), narrow-band biphotons can be
employed to obtain heralded single photons with arbitrarily
shaped temporal waveforms [23], but this introduces
unavoidable waveform-shaping loss and reduces the her-
alding efficiency [19–21]. For narrow-band biphotons
generated from spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM)
[24], modulating both driving lasers can transfer the
classical field correlation onto the biphoton waveform
[25,26], but this temporal waveform shaping reduces the
frequency entanglement because of the breakdown of the
time translation symmetry.
In this Letter, we demonstrate a new technique of

shaping the biphoton temporal wave function in the
narrow-band SFWM process, by directly mapping the
spatial profile of the pump laser beam onto the biphoton
temporal waveform. The related atomic level diagram is
shown in Fig. 1(a), where the atoms are prepared in the
ground state j1i. In the presence of a pump (ωp, Ep) and

coupling (ωc, Ec) laser fields, Stokes (ωS) and anti-Stokes
(ωaS) photon pairs are spontaneously generated. The pump
laser is far-detuned by Δp from the transition j1i → j4i,
and the coupling laser is on resonance to the transition
j2i → j3i. While the Stokes photon moves nearly at the
speed of light in vacuum (c), the anti-Stokes photon travels
with a slow group velocity Vg because of the electromag-
netically induced transparency (EIT) [27]. An ideal sche-
matic of realizing SFWM spatial-to-temporal mapping is
illustrated in Fig. 1(b), where the pump and coupling laser
beams are counterpropagating. The wavelengths of the two
driving lasers are chosen such that the phase-matched
photon pairs can be produced at a right angle in the
opposite directions along the z axis. The coupling field
dresses the atomic medium uniformly. The pump beam
passes through a mask whose profile fpðzÞ is projected
onto the atomic cloud. As a result, the photon-pair
generation probability amplitude is spatially modulated
following χð3ÞEcEpfpðzÞâ†aSâ†S, where χð3Þ is the 3rd-order
nonlinear susceptibility. â†S and â

†
aS are the Stokes and anti-

Stokes field creation operators. Because the anti-Stokes
photon travels slowly at Vg, it experiences a different time
delay if generated at a different position. Therefore, at the
two detectors (DS andDaS) located outside the medium, we
have a linear mapping between the registered two-photon
relative arrival time delay τ ¼ taS − ts and the generation
position z inside the medium: τ⇔z. As a result, the photon
pair generation spatial amplitude [∝ fpðzÞ] is mapped to
the two-photon joint detection probability amplitude ψðτÞ.
We thus code the spatial information of the pump spatial
profile to the sequential temporal waveform of the biphoton
quantum state.
Although the above conceptual picture is clear and

straightforward, to our best knowledge, such a spatial-to-
temporal mapping in biphoton generation has never been
experimentally demonstrated. For SPDCwideband (>THz)
biphotons, it is impossible to directly resolve this effect
by the temporal resolution of single photon counters.
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The model picture of Fig. 1(b) is based on the EIT-assisted
SFWM where Stokes and anti-Stokes photons travel with
different group velocities. To allow at least two temporal
modes produced and traveling through the medium, the EIT
needs a sufficient delay-bandwidth product that requires the
atomic optical depth (OD) on the anti-Stokes transition
meet OD > 62 [28]. However, at such a high OD, the EIT
loss becomes significant at the right-angle geometry
because of the Doppler-effect-induced ground-state
decoherence and other dephasing mechanisms. In this
Letter, we show that, although the right-angle geometry
is easy to understand, it is not necessary. We use a phase
spatial light modulator (SLM) to shape the pump beam and
project its spatial field profile onto the atomic medium at a
small angle that holds the EIT at a high OD.
Figure 1(c) illustrates our experimental setup. We work

with 85Rb cold atoms in a dark-line two-dimensional
magneto-optical trap (MOT) [30], with a length L ¼
1.5 cm along its longitudinal z axis. The experiment is
run periodically: in each cycle, a 4.5-ms trapping time
window is followed by a 0.5-ms biphoton generation.
A weak linearly polarized pump (780 nm, Δp ¼
2π × 110 MHz) laser beam with a collimated beam diam-
eter of 2.2 mm is retroreflected by a phase SLM (Holoeye,
LETO). Then it becomes σþ circularly polarized after
passing through a quarter-wave plate and is incident to
the atoms with an angle of 2.2° to the z axis. A coupling
(σ−, 795 nm) laser beam, with a collimated beam diameter
of 1.4 mm, counterpropagates with respect to the
pump beam. The Stokes (σþ, 780 nm) and anti-Stokes
(σ−, 795 nm) photons are collected by two single-mode
fibers (SMFs) along the z axis with a 250-μm-waist
Gaussian mode focused on the MOT center, and then
detected by two single-photon counting modules
(SPCMS and SPCMaS, PerkinElmer, SPCM-AQ4C). The
quarter-wave plates and polarizers on each side before
fiber coupling act as polarization filters. The two-photon

coincidence counts are analyzed with a bin width
Δtbin ¼ 2 ns.
The spatial profile of the pump beam is controlled by the

phase SLM. As shown in Fig. 1(c), the z axis is defined
along the anti-Stokes photon propagation direction, which
has a small angle of 2.2° to the pump beam direction. As a
result, the pump beam transverse directions are not
perpendicular to the z axis and its transverse profile is
therefore projected to the z axis. The pump Rabi frequency
spatial distribution along the z axis can be characterized as
ΩpðzÞ¼Ωp0fpðzÞ, where fpðzÞ satisfies

R L=2
−L=2 jfpðzÞj2dz¼

L. In this work, we also carefully take into account the
slowly varying envelope of the pump beam along its
propagation direction. To fulfill the delay-bandwidth
condition, we work at OD ¼ 120. Other fixed parameters
are Ωp0 ¼ 2π × 1.0 MHz and Ωc ¼ 2π × 11.0 MHz.
Under these conditions, the EIT group delay is about
τg ¼ L=Vg ¼ 924 ns. In the group delay regime, we obtain
the biphoton relative temporal wave function approxi-
mately as

ψðτÞ≃ κ0VgfpðL=2 − VgτÞ; ð1Þ

where κ0 is the nonlinear coupling coefficient. The detailed
derivation is provided in Ref. [31]. As shown in Eq. (1), the
projected pump field spatial profile fpðzÞ is transferred
onto the biphoton temporal wave function with a scaling
factor of Vg.
We first characterize the biphoton source without using

the SLM. In this case, the pump beam transverse Gaussian
profile is projected to the biphoton propagation z axis,
shown as a slowly varying Gaussian envelop in Fig. 2(a1).
The biphoton temporal correlation, measured as coinci-
dence counts over T ¼ 3000 s, is plotted in Fig. 2(a2). With
a joint-detection efficiency β ¼ 5% and duty cycle
ζ ¼ 10%, the coincidence counts can be calculated from

FIG. 1 (color online). SFWM biphoton generation with spatial-to-temporal mapping. (a) 85Rb atomic energy level diagram:
j1i ¼ j5S1=2; F ¼ 2i, j2i ¼ j5S1=2; F ¼ 3i, j3i ¼ j5P1=2; F ¼ 3i, and j4i ¼ j5P3=2; F ¼ 3i. (b) An ideal spatial-to-temporal mapping
model with right-angle geometry for illustration purpose. (c) Experimental setup. λ=4: quarter-wave plate, ↕: linear polarizer, F1 and F2:
frequency filters with 0.5 GHz bandwidth, SMF: single-mode fiber, SPCM: single-photon counting module, BS: beam splitter, and
SLM: spatial light modulator.
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CðτÞ ¼ βζjψðτÞj2ΔtbinT. The correlation time of about
1 μs agrees well with our group delay picture. The spike-
like oscillatory structure at the leading edge is the optical
precursor, which cannot be slowed down by the EIT effect
[32]. We then focus the pump beam tightly, close to the
MOT center with a waist diameter of 0.46 mm and plot its
profile projection on the z axis in Fig. 2(b1). The resulting
Gaussian-shaped biphoton waveform is shown in
Fig. 2(b2). By moving the focus spot along the z axis,
we observe that the Gaussian profile shifts in the biphoton
waveform accordingly in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), as predicted
by Eq. (1). The solid curves in Figs. 2(a2)–2(d2), calculated
from the theory described in Ref. [31], agree well with the
experiment.
We confirm the nonclassical property of the biphoton

source by verifying its violation of the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality [33]. Normalizing the coincidence counts to the
accidental background, we obtain the normalized cross-

correlation gð2ÞS;aSðτÞwith peak values of 33.9, 32.4, 52.5, and
16.1 for Figs. 2(a2)–2(d2), respectively. With the measured

autocorrelations gð2ÞS;Sð0Þ¼1.92 and gð2ÞaS;aSð0Þ¼1.88, we

verify that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality ½gð2ÞS;aSðτÞ�2=
½gð2ÞS;Sð0Þgð2ÞaS;aSð0Þ� ≤ 1 is violated by factors of 318, 290,
764, and 72, for the data in Figs. 2(a2)–2(d2), respectively.
We further confirm the quantum nature of the photon source

bymeasuring the conditional autocerrelation function gð2Þc of
the heralded single anti-Stokes photons [34]. The measured

gð2Þc as a function of coincidencewindowwidth are displayed

in Figs. 2(a3)–2(d3). In all these cases, gð2Þc < 0.5 holds well
within the entire temporal waveform and indicates the near
single-photon character [35].
Single photons with exponential waveforms are desir-

able for many applications, such as efficient absorption by

two-level atoms [20] and coupling to an optical cavity
[21,22]. Here we show that controllable exponential
biphoton waveforms can be obtained by shaping the pump
beam spatial profile. We use the SLM to modulate the
pump beam and obtain its field profiles along the z axis
shown in Fig. 3(a). The resulting biphoton waveforms in
Fig. 3(b) decay nearly exponentially (fitted with e−γτ) with
time constants of 119 and 206 ns. For these two cases, both

FIG. 2 (color online). Biphoton waveforms with Gaussian shapes. (a) The wide Gaussian shape is produced from the collimated pump
beam. (b) The narrow Gaussian shape is produced by focusing the pump beam to the center of the MOT. In (c) and (d), the Gaussian
shapes are shifted by moving the pump beam focus spot to the two ends of the MOT. [(a1), (b1), (c1), and (d1)]: the pump beam profile
along z axis, [(a2), (b2), (c2), and (d2)]: the corresponding coincidence counts collected for 3000 s, [(a3), (b3), (c3), and (d3)]: the

measured gð2Þc of heralded single anti-Stokes photons.

FIG. 3 (color online). Biphoton exponential waveforms with
different time constants. (a) Pump beam profiles along z axis.
(b) Two-photon coincidence counts as functions of relative time
delay. (c) The measured gð2Þc of heralded single anti-Stokes
photons.
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violate the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality by factors of 707

and 510. The measured gð2Þc of the heralded anti-Stokes
photons is plotted in Fig. 3(c). From these biphotons, we
can generate heralded anti-Stokes photons with an expo-
nential-decay waveform triggered by the Stokes photons, or
heralded Stokes photons with an exponential-growth wave-
form triggered by the anti-Stokes photons following a time-
reverse process [21,36]. We can also use a single-sided
cavity to convert an exponential decay waveform to an
exponential growth waveform [22].
We further demonstrate the ability to shape the biphoton

waveform into two separated temporal modes. The pump
field spatial profile fp1ðzÞ is plotted as the solid curve in
Fig. 4(a), with an amplitude node near the MOT center and
a π phase jump across z ¼ 0. This field spatial profile is
created by inputting the phase pattern shown in Fig. 4(b) to
the SLM. The pump intensity transverse distribution is
displayed in Fig. 4(c). This pump spatial modulation leads
to a biphoton temporal correlation with double peaks
shown in Fig. 4(d). The spatial phase variation of the
pump beam is also mapped onto the biphoton waveform.
This can be indirectly proved by the perfect agreement
between the theory (solid curve) and experiment (circular
points) in Fig. 4(d). To further clarify this, we maintain the
pump intensity spatial profile but change the filed profile
function to fp2ðzÞ ¼ jfp1ðzÞj, the corresponding theoreti-
cal waveform is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 4(d),
which deviates a lot from the experimental data. Therefore,

the pump field spatial modulation shapes the complex
temporal wave function (amplitude þ phase) of the
biphotons. If the background accidental coincidence counts
are removed, we obtain a visibility of 88.4% for the
waveform modulation. This near-unity visibility also
suggests the phase distribution of the biphoton temporal
wave function ψðτÞ follows the pump field profile
fpðL=2 − VgτÞ, though the measurement of the coinci-
dence counts only reveals jψðτÞj2. For this case, the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is violated by a factor of

881. The measured gð2Þc of heralded anti-Stokes photons
[Fig. 4(e)] confirms the quantum nature of the source.
In summary, we demonstrate shaping the biphoton

temporal wave function by spatially modulating the pump
laser field profile. Using a SLM, we produce biphotons
with temporal waveforms of Gaussian, exponential, and
double-peak shapes. Taking into account the SMF fiber-
fiber coupling efficiency (70%), filter transmission (54%
each), SPCM efficiency (50% each), and duty cycle (10%),
we estimate the photon pair generation rate to be about
4000 pairs/s. A higher biphoton rate can be achieved by
increasing the pump power. Our proof-of-principle dem-
onstration can be extended to generate narrow-band bipho-
tons with arbitrarily shaped waveforms. This can be
achieved by calculating the required pump beam spatial
profile and then the phase pattern of the SLM. Or alter-
natively, one can use the measured biphoton coincidence as
a feedback to adjust the phase pattern of SLM until the
desired waveform is obtained. This spatial-to-temporal
biphoton shaping can be used to produce heralded nar-
row-band single photons with controllable waveforms. We
measure the heralding efficiency of generating a single
anti-Stokes photon, under the condition of detecting a
Stokes photon. The heralding efficiency for the case with a
collimated pump beam [Fig. 2(a)] is 92%. With the SLM,
the heralding efficiencies become 88%, 90%, 70%, and
74%, for the cases in Figs. 2(b), 2(c), 2(d), and Fig. 4,
respectively. Therefore, it is nearly lossless in generating
heralded single photons as compared to the external EOM
method in Ref. [23]. It can be immediately applied to
improve the photon-cavity loading efficiency in a quantum
network [21].
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